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NONSTANDARD MEASURE THEORY: AVOIDING

PATHOLOGICAL SETS
BY

FRANK WATTENBERG1

Abstract. The main results in this paper concern representing Lebesgue

measure by nonstandard measures which avoid certain pathological sets. An

(external) set £ is 5-thin if lni{mA\A standard,* A 2 E) - 0 and ß-thin if
Inf {*mA\A internal, A D E) »= 0. It is shown that any 'finite sample which

represents Lebesgue measure avoids every 5-thin set and that given any

ß-thin set E there is a 'finite sample avoiding E which represents Lebesgue

measure. In the last part of the paper a particular pathological set 9L C

*[0, 1] is constructed which is important for the study of approximate limits,

derivatives etc. It is shown that every 'finite sample which represents

Lebesgue measure assigns inner measure zero and outer measure one to this

set and that Loeb measure does the same. Finally, it is shown that Loeb

measure can be extended to a o-algebra including % in such a way that 9L

is assigned zero measure.

I. Introduction and preliminaries. Nonstandard Analysis provides us with

new techniques for representing measures. The first such technique to be

developed was that of representing probability measures as *finite counting

measures ([1], [3], [7] and [13]) as follows. Given a probability measure v one

finds a *finite set F such that for every standard measurable set E, v(E) =

St(||F n *E||/1|77||), where \\A\\ denotes the *cardinality of A for any (inter-

nal) *finite set A. This enables one to use *finite combinatorial techniques to

obtain results in probability theory. The *finite sets constructed in these

papers are obtained by ad hoc saturation arguments containing a great deal

of leeway.

More recently Peter Loeb [4] has applied the Caratheodory Extension

process in *R as another technique for doing Nonstandard Measure Theory.

Thus, we have a number of powerful techniques for representing measures via

Nonstandard Analysis. This paper is motivated by the problem of represent-

ing Lebesgue measure by nonstandard measures which are concentrated on

the complements of specific "pathological" sets. This problem arises, for

example, in the investigation of problems involving "approximate*' properties

of functions. In §IV we construct a set 91 which is important for such

problems. The work in this paper was originally motivated by the problem of
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representing Lebesgue measure by a nonstandard measure which was

concentrated on the complement of 91.

In §11 of this paper we give a new construction of *finite sets representing

Lebesgue measure. In §111 we show that this construction can be used to

construct such *finite sets avoiding any given set of Loeb measure [4] zero. In

§IV we show that the set 91 has inner measure zero and full outer measure

with respect to any *finite counting measure representing Lebesgue measure.

This same proof shows that 91 has inner Loeb measure zero and full outer

Loeb measure. This result is in striking contrast with standard measure theory

where every "natural" set is measurable.

In §V we show that Loeb measure can be extended to a measure mE

defined on a o-algebra which includes 91 in such a way that m£(9L) = 0.

This gives a solution to the problem of representing Lebesgue measure by a

nonstandard measure which gives 91 measure zero, but this solution is

considerably weaker than one might like.

The author's work on this paper has been helped by conversations with a

number of people including Bob Anderson, Lucy Garnett, Don Geman,

David Hayes and Joel Zinn.

This paper will presuppose familiarity with one of the basic books on

Nonstandard Analysis (e.g. [5], [8], or [12]). 91L will denote a higher order

model including the real numbers R and a given measure space X. *91L will

denote a «-saturated elementary extension of 91L where k is any cardinal

greater than that of the universe of 91L. If P is an entity in 911 the

corresponding entity in * 911 will be denoted *P. In particular, F will denote

the set of finite subsets of X and *F the *finite subsets of *X in *9H, <o will

denote the set {0, 1, 2, . . . } of natural numbers in 911 and *<o its extension in

*91t. The cardinality function || ||: F^>w extends to *|| ||: *F^>*u in *91t

where it enjoys the same formal properties as in 911. By abuse of notation we

will write ||;41| for A E *F. We will use the usual notation, St(i), for the

standard part of a (nearstandard) point t E *R, and a « b for a infinitely

close to b.

II. Random numbers and Lebesgue samples.

II. 1 Definition. A *finite set F = {x„ x2,..., x„} E *[0, 1] is said to be a

Lebesgue sample provided for every standard Lebesgue measurable set E E

[0, 1], mE = St(||*£ n F\\/p).
Suppose (X, m) is a (standard) measure space. Throughout this paper X

will either be 7 = [0, 1] or the set, Ia, of all sequences in 7. In the former case

we will use Lebesgue measure and in the latter case the Borel measure

induced by
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m((ax, bx) X (a2, b2) X • • • X (ak, bk) X 7 X 7 X . . . )

= (bx - ax)(b2 - a2) ■ ■ ■ (bk - ak).

In the spirit of [11] we define a random element of *X as follows.

11.2 Definition. Suppose (X, m) is a measure space. Then x G *X is said

to be m-random provided for every standard m-null set A E X, x G *A.

A straightforward enlargement argument shows, that most points in *X are

m-random in the following sense.

11.3 Theorem. There is an internal *m-measurable set S such that *m(S) =

0 and every x &. S is m-random.

If x = (x,, x2, . . . ) is an element of *7" and v is an infinite integer then

F = {x„ x2, . . . , x„} is a *finite set. The main theorem of this section shows

that if x is m-random and v is large enough F is a Lebesgue sample.

11.4 Theorem. Suppose x G *Ia is m-random. Then there is an infinite

integer X such that for every v > X, F = {x,, x2, . . . , x„} is a Lebesgue sample.

Proof. First, notice that since x is m-random, if i, k are distinct positive

integers then x, =£ xk. Let a be a fixed positive infinitesimal. Let E be any

standard Lebesgue measurable set. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers

(see, for example [2]) there is a set SE E Ia of measure zero such that

Vi G SE, Limn^m(l/n) 27-iXeC*/) = mE. Since x is m-random, x G *SE so

that Limn_>a0(l/n)'2"=xxE(xl) = mE. Thus, there is a positive *integer XE

such that V»> > XE

1    "
- 2 *Xe(x¡) - *mE < a.

But (1A)2Ï_,X£(*,) = \\F n *E\\/v where F = {x„ x2, . . . , x„}. By a
straightforward saturation argument there is a positive *integer \ such that

for every standard measurable E E E, X > XE. This X is the desired A.

There are a number of other ways to attempt to generate Lebesgue

samples. For example, if a is a fixed standard irrational, v is an infinite

"integer and x is any point in *7 the set T^x) = {x, x + a, x\+ 2a, . . ., x +

(v — T)a} (where addition in 7 is modulo one) is a good candidate for a

Lebesgue sample. In this case we have the following theorem whose proof is

identical to that of Theorem II.4 with the Ergodic Theorem (see, for example,

[2]) substituting for the Strong Law of Large Numbers.

II.5 Theorem. Suppose a is a fixed standard irrational and x G *7, then x is

m-random if and only if there is a positive * integer v such that Fr(x) is a

Lebesgue sample.
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III. Avoiding thin sets.

ULI Definition. Suppose E is a (possibly external) subset of *7. E is said

to be S-thin if for every standard e > 0 there is a standard measurable set

A E I such that m(A) < e and E E *A. E is said to be Q-thin if for every

standard e > 0 there is an internal "measurable set A E*I such that *m(A)

< e and E Q A. Notice the union of an (externally) finite number of S-thin

[resp. ß-thin] sets is S-thin [resp. ß-thin]. a set E is ß-thin if and only if

°m(7J ) = 0 where °m is the Loeb measure obtained from *m.

111.2 Examples, (i) If F is any Lebesgue sample, F is Q-thin since being

♦finite, it is "measurable and *m(F) = 0. However, F is not S-thin since

F E*A implies m(A) = St(||F n M||/||F||) = 1.
(ii) Suppose A E I is a standard Lebesgue null set. Let E(A) = {x G

*7|St(x) G A}. Then E(A) is S-thin.

Proof. Given a standard e > 0 there is a standard open set U such that

A E U and m(U) < t. But E(A) E *U.

(iii) Suppose A E I is any standard Lebesgue measurable set. Then E (A) \

*A is S-thin.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward modification of (ii).

(iv) Suppose A E I is any standard Lebesgue measurable set. Then

E(A)A*A is S-thin.

Proof. E(A)A*A = (E(A) \ *A) u (75(7 \ A) \ *(7 \ A)).

If A is a set of "bad" points we would like to find a Lebesgue sample F

which "avoids" A in the sense that \\A n F||/||F|| is infinitesimal.

Unfortunately, A is usually external so ||^4 n F\\ is undefined. Thus, the best

we can do is the following.

111.3 Definition. A Lebesgue sample F is said to avoid a (possibly external)

set E provided for every standard e > 0 there is an internal set 77 E F such

that ||77||/||F|| < e and F n E Q B.

111.4 Theorem. Suppose A is a (possibly external) subset of *7. Then

(i) If A is S-thin, every Lebesgue sample avoids A.

(ii) If A is Q-thin, there exists a Lebesgue sample which avoids A.

Proof, (i) The proof of (i) is completely straightforward.

(ii) The proof is a modification of Theorem II.4. Let a be a positive

infinitesimal as in that proof.

For each standard Lebesgue measurable set E, let SE be as in the proof of

Theorem II.4.

Since A is ß-thin there are internal "measurable sets Ax, A& ... such that

*mAn < \/n and A E A„. Notice, although each An is internal, the sequence

A,, A2, . . . is external and is indexed by the standard positive integers.

By the "(Strong Law of Large Numbers) there is an internal "measurable
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set S„ such that *mS„ = 0 and for every t G S„,

2a(¿i|1^w)"í"^<«-
By a straightforward saturation argument there is a "(Lebesgue null) set S

such that

(i) For every n, S„ E S.

(ii) For every standard Lebesgue measurable set E,*SE Q S.

Now, let x G *7W be any point such that x G S. For each standard

Lebesgue measurable set E, let XE be as in the proof of Theorem II.4.

For each n, since x G S„

•Lim ¿if x^U>) - n&AH< \.

Hence, there is a \ such that Vc > \,

Í ixito<¿. (")
By a straightforward saturation argument there is a positive "integer X such

that

(i) For every standard Lebesgue measurable E, X > XE.

(ii) For every n,X>Xn.

Then for any v > X the set F = {x„ x2,. . -, xr} is a Lebesgue sample and by

(*)

But since A E A„ this implies that F avoids A. This completes the proof.

It is well known [8] that a standard function /: I -» R is continuous if and

only if for every x G "7, */(x) «/(St(x)). In the present context Lituewood's

Second Principle [9]: Every measurable function is nearly continuous; takes

the following form.

III.5 Corollary. Suppose f: I —» R is a standard Lebesgue measurable

function and F is any Lebesgue sample. Then F avoids the set, B = {x|*/(x) 5e

/(St(x))}.

Proof. By Lusin's Theorem there are standard continuous functions /„

f2, . . . such that m(An) < l/n where An = {x|/(x) ¥=f„(x)}. For each n

choose a standard open set Un such thatyln E U„ and m(Un) < 2/n. Suppose

x G 77. Then since */„(x) «/„(St(x)) either */„(x) ¥= *f(x) in which case

x G *An or /„(St(x)) ?t/(St(x)) in which case St(x) G A„ so that x G

u(St(x)) Ç * Un. Thus B E*U„ and the corollary follows from Theorem III.4.
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IV. A particular pathological set In this section we wish to study a

particular pathological set of importance in work involving "approximate"

properties. We show here, that the techniques developed thus far are not

sufficient for dealing with this set. In the next section, however, we exhibit a

method for dealing with this set.

We begin by recalling a few classical definitions [10].

IV. 1 Definition. Suppose A E [0, 1] and a G [0, 1], a is said to be a point

of dispersion for A provided

m(A n (a - e, a + e))

where m denotes outer measure. Suppose/: [0, 1] -» R and a G [0, l]./is said

to be approximately continuous at a provided for every e > 0, a is a point of

dispersion for the set {y E [0, 1]| |/( v) - f(a)\ > e}.

Approximate limits, derivatives, etc. are defined in the obvious way. These

notions are much more general than their "exact" counterparts. For example

[10], a function/: [0, 1]-»R is measurable if and only if it is approximately

continuous almost everywhere. From the point of view of Nonstandard

Analysis we can approach these notions as follows.

IV.2 Definition. Suppose x G *[0, 1]. x is said to be negligible provided

there is a standard set A such that

(i) St(x) is a point of dispersion for A.

(ii)x E*A.

We may assume the set A is measurable since the following argument

shows that if x is a point of dispersion for A then there is an open set

U D A \ {x} such that x is a point of dispersion for U.

Since x is a point of dispersion for A there is a descending sequence

e„ e2, . . . such that Ve < e„, m(A n (x — e, x + e))/2e < \/n.

Hence for each k = 0, 1, 2 . .., m(A n (x - e„/2\ x + e„/2k))2k/e„ <

l/n and by the definition of outer measure there is an open set U^ D A n [x

- e„/2k, x + e„/2k] such that m(U^)2k/e„ < l/n. Let

Um = PI [ U* U (- oo, x - en/2k) u(x + tJ2k, oo)].

Notice A E Un and for every e < e„, m(A n (x - e, x + e))/2e <2/n.

Let U' = Dn[i/„ u (-oo, x - e„) u (x + e„, oo)].

Let U = U'\ {x}. U is the desired set.

Let 91 denote the set of negligible points in *[0, 1]. The proofs of the

following propositions are completely straightforward.

IV.3 Proposition. Suppose A E [0, 1] and x E [0, 1]. Then x is a point of

dispersion for A if and only //u(x) n *A E 91.
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Proof. If x is a point of dispersion for A then by Definition IV.2,

«(x) n *A e 91.
Conversely, suppose x is not a point of dispersion for A. Then

m(A n (x - e, x + e))
Lim  ---
e->o 2e

is not zero. Hence, there is a positive infinitesimal a such that

*m(*A n (x — a, x + a))

2a

is not infinitesimal. But now, a straightforward saturation argument produces

a nonstandard v G (x - a, x + a) n *A such that if x is a point of

dispersion for the standard set E then y G *£. Hence v G 91 and u(x) fl *A

g 91.
We remark in passing, that this proposition implies that the monad of a

(standard) point a in the density topology [2A] on R is (u(x) \ 91) U {x}.

IV.4 Proposition. Suppose f: [0, 1] -h> R and x G [0, 1]. Then f is approxi-

mately continuous at x if and only if Vr G p(x) \ 91, *f(t) « */(x).

Thus, we see that the approximate behavior of a function/is reflected in its

behaviour off 91, and, so if we could find a Lebesgue sample which avoided

91 we would have a powerful tool relating the approximate behavior of a

function with its measure theoretic properties. Unfortunately, the following

theorem shows that this is impossible except in a much weaker sense than

that of §111.

IV.5 Theorem. Suppose F is a Lebesgue sample. Then,

(i) 7/77 is an internal subset of F n 91, ||77"||/||F|| « 0.

(ii) If H is an internal subset of F containing F n 9L then ||7Y||/||F||aî1.

Proof, (i) Suppose H is an internal subset of F n 91. We must show

||77||/||F||«0.
Suppose not. Let s be a standard positive real such that ||7/||/||F|| > j. We

define a standard sequence of intervals [a0, b0] D [ax, bx] D . . . such that

(i) b„ - a„ = 1/2",

(iï)(\\Hn*[an,bn]\\/\\F\\)-2»>s

as follows. Let [a0, b0] = [0, 1]. Having found [a0, b0]D ■ • • D [a„, bn], let

cn = (a„ + b„)/2. Since

II" n "[<*„, 6„]H
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either

pn*[an,cn}\\ l|ttn"K,*„]||
2   > -x    or    -—-2   > — .

\\F\\ 2 m\ 2
In  the first case let [an+x, bn+x] = [a„, c„]. Otherwise,  let [an+1, bn+x] =

Let x be the unique (standard) point in fl [an, bn\. Notice for every

standard e > 0

\\H n "(X - £, X + £)||
--— > - (it)||F||- 2e 4 w

Now, suppose A is any standard measurable set such that x is a point of

dispersion for A and 8 is any standard positive real. Let ®AS(t) be the

sentence

|r-x|<5   and   t G H - *A.

Claim. For each such A, 8 there is a t such that $AS(t).

Proof. Since x is a point of dispersion for A there is a 8' < 8 s.t.

m(A n(x - 8',x + 8'))      s

28' < 8 '

But F is a sample so

||FnMn*(x-Ô',x + 5')||      s

||F||-25' < 8 '

Thus,

||77nM n*(x-S',x + o')||      5

||F||. 25' 8

Hence, by (#) 77 n *(x - 8', x + 8') g *A and since 8' < 8,

77 n *(x - 5, x + 8)Z *A.

Now, the sentences ®AtS(t) are finitely satisfiable since if x is a point of

dispersion for Ax, . . . ,An then x is a point of dispersion for Axu A2

U ...UA„.

Let t be a point satisfying every $AS(t). Then t E p(x), t E H, and / G 91.

.'.77 £ 91.
(iii) Suppose 77 is an internal subset of F containing F n 91. We must

show \\H\\/\\F\\ » 1.
Suppose not. Let s be a standard real such that ||77||/||F|| < s < 1. Using

an argument similar to that in (i) we find a standard sequence of standard

intervals [a0, b0] D [ax, bx] Z) [a2, b2]D-
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d)bH-an = \/2".

(ii)(||77n*K,6J||)/||F||-2"<5.
Let x be the unique standard point in D [a„, bn].

We will construct a standard sequence of intervals Jx, J2,... such that

(i) x is a point of dispersion for / = U f J„,

(ii) For each Jn, *J„n F g 77,

(iii) For every standard e > 0 37V such that V« > N, Jn E (x - e, x + e).

Suppose we have such a sequence. Let T = {v\J„ n F g 77"}. F is an

internal set containing every standard n. Hence, T contains at least one

infinite v. But /„ E u(x) and u(x) n V E 9L since x is a point of dispersion

for */. Hence, since Jv g 77", 91 g 77. This contradiction will complete the

proof. In order to construct the sequence JX,J2,... we need the following

lemma.

IV.6 Lemma. Let F, H and x be as above. Suppose e, 5 are standard positive

reals. Then there is an interval [u, v] such that

(i) [u, v] E (x - e, x + e),

(ii) *[u, v] n F g 77,

(iii) x G [u, v],

(iv) (v - u)/d(x, [u, v]) < 8.

Proof. First choose n large enough so that [an, bn] E (x — e, x + e). By

the construction of [an, b„]

ll*n*['*A]|l
-P|-< s(bn - a„). (1)

Since F is a Lebesgue sample

rn*KA]H
-¡F\i-~{b" - O- (2)

Let / be the point in (F \ 77) n [a„, bn] which is farthest from x. By (1) and

(2) \t — x\ is not infinitesimal. Hence, one can easily find a standard interval

[u, v] such that r G *[«, t>] and [u, v] satisfies (i)-(iv)-

Now, we define the sequence Jx, J2, . . . inductively.

By Lemma IV.6 there is a Jx = [«„ vx] such that

(i) *JxnFZ. 77,

(Ü) («i - "\)/d(x,Jx)<\,

(iii)d(x,Jx)<\.

We continue inductively using Lemma IV.6 to obtain intervals J„ = [u„, v„]

such that

(i) V„ n F g 77,

(ii)(ü„ - «„) < (v„_x - u„_x)/2,
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(iiï)(v„-u„)/d(x,Jn)<l/2"+\

(iv) 0 < d(x, J„)< l/2"+1.

All we need show is that x is a point of dispersion for / = \JJn.

Given e > 0 choose TV large enough so that 1/2^ < e. Let 8 =

Min(d(x, /[), d(x, JJ, . . . , d(x, JN)). Suppose t < 8. Let k he the least

integer such that/^ n (x — r, x + t) =£0. Notice k > N.

oo

(x - t, x + t) n J e U j¡,
i~k

OO

m((x -í,i + í)n/)<2 (v¡ - u¡) < 2(vk - uk).
i¡-k

Since Jk n (x - t, x + t) ^0, t > d(x, Jk)

(vk - ft)      (et - ft) 1

¿(x,/,)        2*+1 '

Thus

m((x - f, x + f) n /)      2(üä - uk) i i

2^ <        2t        < 2^" < IF < £'

This completes the proof.

Finally, we remark that this proof can be modified to show that 91 has

"outer" Loeb measure 1 and "inner" Loeb measure 0 and, hence, is not Loeb

measurable.

V. Extensions of Loeb measure. The following construction allows one to

extend Loeb measure to a larger a-algebra including the set 91 in such a way

that 91 is assigned zero measure.

V.l Definition. Let £ denote the a-algebra of "/«-measurable subsets of

*[0, 1]. Suppose F is a subset of *[0, 1] of full outer °m-measure. (I.e.

lnfEQAee°m(A)=l.)

Let tE = {A E *[0, 1]|377 G £, A n E = 77 n F}.

Define °mE on tE by °mE(A) = lnfEnAQB(Eii0m(B).

V.2 Theorem, (i) °mE(A) =°m(B) if B E £ and A n E = 77 n E.

(ii) For each A Et, °mE(A) =°m(A).

(iii) °mE is a o-additive measure on ££.

(iv) fcE is complete with respect to °mE.

(v) For every °m-integrable function f,

ffd°mE=ffd°m.
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In particular for every standard Lebesgue integrable function f

f *fd°mE=jfdm.

Proof, (ii) Supposed G £ then clearly °mE(A) <°m(A).

But, also °mE(*I \ A) <°m(*I \ A). Hence

1 =°m(A) +°m(*I\A) >°mE(A) +°mE(*I\A) >°mE(*I) = 1

and since everything in sight is nonnegative °m(A) = °mE(A).

(i)lfA = 77 n F and 77 G £ then

°mE(A) < °mE(B) = °m(77)   and    °mE(E \ A) < °m(*7 \ 77).

Thus 1 = °m(77) + °m(*I \ 77) > °mE(A) + °mE(*I \ A) > °mE(*I) = 1 and

as above we conclude °mE(A) = °m(77).

(iii) Suppose Ax, A2,. .. are disjoint sets in tE choose 77„ 772,.. . in £

such that B„ n E = A„ n E. Let 77 = U ¡¥0 77, n 77,. Since the A,'» are

disjoint B E I \ E and since F has outer measure one °m(B) = 0. Let

B'n = Bn\B for each n. Then An n F = 77„ n F for each n. So °mE(A„)

= °m(Bn) and °mE(\JAn) =°m(U 77n) and (iii) follows since °m is a-additive.

(iv) Suppose A E Ax and °mE(Ax) = 0 then there is a 77, G £ such that

Ax n F = 77, n E and °m(77i) = 0 then 77, \ (^4, \ A) E 77, is in £ since £ is

complete.A nE = [Bx\(Ax\A)]r\EsoA G tE.

(v) For simple °m-integrable functions (v) follows immediately from (ii). By

Lebesgue's Monotone Convergence Theorem (v) follows for nonnegative /

and finally by the usual decomposition f = f+ — f~ (v) follows for °m-

integrable functions. This completes the proof.
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